Small Bonded Leather All Occasion Guest Book - Black
**Synopsis**

"Homes, churches, weddings and funerals all provide occasion for us to welcome and receive our honored guests. Broadman offers you a black guest book with a bonded leather padded cover, rounded corners, gilded gold page edges, and ribbon marker. This 46-page book lays flat for the easy signing of over 600 names and addresses. All pages have "We welcome you in the Lord" at the bottom of the page and are acid free. This 7 3/4" x 5 3/4" book is black with gold lettering on the cover and comes in a gift box."
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**Customer Reviews**

The funeral home wanted 65.00 for the guest book for my Grandfathers funeral service.. I ordered this from at a small fraction of what they wanted and its much nicer. Very happy with this purchase, its very nice with gold edges. Looks more like the one that should be 65.00 but not even close.  
Thanks for the great product and a great price.

I have just received the book and was pleasantly surprised! The image depicted above does not do the book justice at all. It is quite elegant indeed and the gold trimmed pages give it and additional touch of class. I bought this book for my mom's memorial and its simply perfect! Would highly recommend this book.

This is a very nice, tastefully done guest book, black bound and with an adequate number and of
gold-edged pages. It has a religious inscription on each page, which I didn't realize when ordering and which I did not want. Many people would probably like it.

We used this guest book for my father's memorial celebration. It was the perfect size and style for our event, very low-key but visible. I would recommend it to others who are looking for a guest book to use at this kind of event.
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